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Abstract
In the context of the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity
we establish the Hamiltonian formulation of the unimodular theory
of gravity. Here we do not carry out the usual 3 + 1 decomposition
of the field quantities in terms of the lapse and shift functions, as in
the ADM formalism. The corresponding Lagrange multiplier is the
timelike component of the tetrad field. The dynamics is determined
by the Hamiltonian constraint H′0 and a set of primary constraints.
The constraints are first class and satisfy an algebra that is similar to
the algebra of the Poincare´ group.
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1 Introduction
The unimodular theory of gravity, or simply unimodular relativity, is an
alternative theory of gravity considered by Einstein in 1919 [1] in the cosmo-
logical context, in order to allow homogeneous, static solutions of the fields
equations. It turned out that it is equivalent to general relativity with the
cosmological constant appearing as an integration constant. Anderson and
Finkelstein in 1971 placed this theory in the Lagrangian form [2]. The uni-
modular theory of gravity is a modification of general relativity in the sense
that now it is introduced a condition that requires the determinant of the
space-time metric to have a fixed value (g = −1) [2]. This condition has the
effect of reducing the symmetry group from the full space-time diffeomor-
phism invariance to invariance under only diffeomorphisms that preserve the
nondynamical fixed volume element. When we introduce this condition in
the Hilbert-Einstein action, the field equations that arise are equivalent to
those obtained from Einstein’s theory in the presence of a cosmological term.
In view of the relation between the unimodular theory of gravity and
the emergence of a cosmological constant, recently this theory has been con-
sidered from several points of view [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] in order to attempt
a solution to the cosmological constant problems both at the classical and
quantum levels. These approaches reveal two important aspects of the the-
ory. First, since this theory has a fixed determinant of the metric tensor,
contributions to the energy-momentum tensor of the form Cgµν , where C is
a constant, are not sources of curvature in the field equations [7]. This seems
to solve one of the cosmological constant problems, which is suppressing the
huge contribution to the cosmological constant that arises from quantum
corrections [7].
Second, in the ordinary (ADM type) canonical formulation of the uni-
modular theory the lapse function N is no longer an independent variable,
since now it is given by N = [g(3)]−1/2. A consequence of this change of status
of N is that the primary Hamiltonian constraint of the ordinary canonical
formulation of general relativity, H⊥ = 0, obtained by independent variation
of the total Hamiltonian with respect to N , no longer emerges in the uni-
modular relativity as a secondary constraint, hence the total Hamiltonian of
the theory does not vanish. The Hamiltonian constraint equations Hi = 0 do
remain present, because they are obtained from variation of the total Hamil-
tonian with respect to the shift function N i, which remains an independent
variable. Because of this feature of the Hamiltonian formulation of the uni-
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modular theory of gravity, in the procedure of canonical quantization it is
possible to unfreeze the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation [4, 5, 7, 9].
It is well known that for any physical theory the Hamiltonian formula-
tion reveals important aspects of the theory, and serve as a starting point for
the process of canonical quantization. The Hamiltonian formulation distin-
guishes the hyperbolic field equations (evolution equations) from the elliptic
field equations (constraints). In the work of Arnowitt, Deser and Misner
(ADM) [10] the Hamiltonian analysis of Einstein’s general relativity reveals
that the time evolution of the field quantities is determined by the Hamil-
tonian and vector constraints. Thus four of the ten Einstein’s equations
acquire a well defined meaning. This is an essential feature of the canonical
quantization program.
The theory of general relativity can also be formulated in the teleparallel
(Weitzenbo¨ck) geometry [11]. In this framework the dynamical field quan-
tities are the tetrad fields eaµ, where a and µ are SO(3, 1) and space-time
indices, respectively. By using these fields it is possible to construct the La-
grangian density of the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity (TEGR)
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16] which generates Einstein’s equations in terms of the tetrad
fields. The Lagrangian density, in the TEGR, is given in terms of a quadratic
combination in the torsion tensor Taµν = ∂µeaν−∂νeaµ, which is related to the
anti-symmetric part of the Weitzenbo¨ck connection Γλ βγ = e
aλ ∂βeaγ . This
connection describes the space-time endowed with absolut paralelism [18].
The curvature tensor constructed from this connection vanishes identically.
In the Weitzenbo¨ck space-time two vectors located at xµ and xµ + dxµ,
V µ(x) and V µ(x + dx), are said to be parallel if their projections on the
tangent space by means of the tetrad field are identical [12]. The vec-
tors V a(x) = ea µ(x)V
µ(x) and V a(x + dx) = ea µV
µ(x) + (ea µ∂λV
µ +
V µ∂λe
a
µ)dx
λ = V a(x) + ea µ(∇λV µ)dxλ, where the covariant derivative ∇
is constructed out of the Weitzenbo¨ck connection Γλ βγ = e
aλ ∂βeaγ , are pro-
jected at xµ and xµ+dxµ, respectively. The condition of absolute paralelism,
V a(x) = V a(x+ dx), holds if the covariant derivative ∇λV µ vanishes. Given
that ∇λea µ ≡ 0, the tetrad fields ea µ constitute a set of autoparallel fields.
In the Hamiltonian formulation of the TEGR it is possible to address the
notion of energy-momentum and angular momentum of the gravitational field
[17]. Here, the total Hamiltonian is given by a combination of first class con-
straints. The field equations of the theory, either in Lagrangian or in Hamil-
tonian form, suggest definitions for the gravitational energy-momentum and
angular momentum. The Lagrangian field equations also allow the definition
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of the gravitational energy-momentum tensor, as well as the balance equa-
tions for the energy and momentum of the field. These important aspects
of TEGR serve as motivation to consider the unimodular theory of gravity
in this geometric framework. The possible relation between the cosmological
constant and dark energy constitutes a further motivation for the present
investigation. Within the context of the TEGR it will be possible to ana-
lyze whether dark energy is an unexpected form of gravitational energy that
arises as a consequence of the cosmological constant.
In this work we present the Hamiltonian formulation of the unimodular
theory of gravity in the context of the TEGR. We perform the 3+1 decom-
position and obtain the total Hamiltonian as a combination of first class
constraints. The analysis presented here is similar to that obtained in [19],
the difference residing in the fact that here we introduce the unimodular con-
dition
√−g − 1 = 0 in the total Lagrangian density. As a consequence, the
theory and in particular the Hamiltonian density depend on a cosmological
constant. If we ultimately require the cosmological constant to vanish, we
recover the same results presented in [19]. In addition, we will present the
constraint algebra in a much more simple form than that presented in [19].
We consider this latter result as a major achievement of the present analy-
sis. The simplification of the Hamiltonian formulation is crucial for a better
understanding of the theory.
Notation: space-time indices µ, ν, ... and SO(3,1) indices a, b, ... run
from 0 to 3. Time and space indices are indicated according to µ = 0, i, a =
(0), (i). The tetrad field is denoted by ea µ, and the flat, Minkowski space-
time metric tensor raises and lowers tetrad indices and is fixed by ηab =
eaµebνg
µν = (−1,+1,+1,+1). The determinant of the tetrad field is repre-
sented by e = det(ea µ) =
√−g and we use the constants G = c = 1.
2 Lagrangian Formulation
In this section we will first demonstrate the equivalence of the TEGR
with Einstein’s general relativity. It is well known that in the Riemannian
geometry the Christoffel symbols 0Γλ µν are symmetric in the lower indices
and therefore the corresponding torsion tensor vanishes. However, in the
TEGR the field equations are constructed out of the torsion tensor T λ µν ,
related to the anti-symmetric part of the Weitzenbo¨ck connection, Γλ µν =
eaλ∂µea ν , where T
λ
µν = ea
λT a µν and
4
T a µν = ∂µe
a
ν − ∂νea µ , (1)
The torsion-free Levi-Civita connection is given by
0ωµab = −1
2
ec µ(Ωabc − Ωbac − Ωcab) , (2)
where
Ωabc = eaν(eb
µ∂µec
ν − ec µ∂µeb ν) .
The Christoffel symbolos 0Γλ µν and the Levi-Civita connection
0ωµab are
identically related by
0Γλ µν = e
aλ∂µeaν + e
aλ(0ωµab)e
b
ν . (3)
Using the above equation it is possible to obtain the identity
0ωµab = −Kµab , (4)
where Kµab =
1
2
ea
λeb
ν(Tλµν + Tνλµ + Tµλν) is the contortion tensor. This
identity is important in the construction of the Lagrangian density of the
TEGR. From Eq. (4) it is possible to obtain the scalar curvature R(0ω),
from which we can build the following identity,
eR(0ω) = −eΣabcTabc + 2∂µ(eT µ) , (5)
where e is the determinant of the tetrad field ea µ and T
a = Tb
ba. Σabc is
defined by [16]
Σabc =
1
4
(
T abc + T bac − T cab
)
+
1
2
(
ηacT b − ηabT c
)
, (6)
In Eq. (5) both sides are invariant under Lorentz transformations. By elim-
inating the divergence term in Eq. (5) we can define the Lagrangian density
of the TEGR as
L(eaµ) = −keΣabcTabc −LM , (7)
where k = 1/(16pi) and LM represent the Lagrangian density for the matter
fields.
Since the sum of both terms on the right hand side of Eq. (5) is invari-
ant under local Lorentz transformations, the term −keΣabcTabc alone does
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not display the invariance, unless the coefficients of the local Lorentz trans-
formations fall off to zero sufficiently fast at spacelike infinity, so that the
divergence term ∂µ(eT
µ) plays no role to the local Lorentz invariance of the
action integral [20]. In general, under an arbitrary local Lorentz transforma-
tion the term −keΣabcTabc is invariant up to a total divergence.
The variation of L(eaµ) with respect to eaµ yields the fields equations.
They read
eaλebµ∂ν(eΣ
bλν)− e(Σbν aTbνµ − 1
4
eaµT
bcdΣbcd) =
1
4k
eTaµ , (8)
where δLM/δeaµ ≡ eTaµ. It is possible to show that these field equations
are equivalent to Einstein’s equations. After some algebraic manipulations
we verify that the left hand side of the field equations above are identically
equal to
1
2
[Raµ(e)− 1
2
eaµR(e)] . (9)
From now on we will consider the Lagrangian density in (7) subject to
the unimodular condition. If we want to arrive at the field equations for
the unimodular theory of gravity, we have to vary the Lagrangian density
in (7) subject to the unimodular condition e − 1 = 0. This can be done
by using the Lagrange multipliers method. For this purpose we add to the
Lagrangian density the field Λ(x) that yields a field equation that is precisely
the unimodular condition. Therefore the unimodular Lagrangian density is
writen as
L′(eaµ ,Λ(x)) = −keΣabcTabc − LM + Λ(e− 1) , (10)
Except for the unimodular condition, the tetrad field ea µ is a priori un-
constrained. The field equations are obtained by varying L′(eaµ ,Λ(x)) with
respect to eaµ and Λ(x), respectively. They are given by
Raµ(e)− 1
2
eaµR(e)− 1
2k
eaµΛ(x) =
1
2k
Taµ , (11)
e− 1 = 0 . (12)
Taking the trace of (11), we obtain Λ(x) as
Λ(x) = −1
8
(
kR(e) +
1
2
T
)
, (13)
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which allows us to rewrite the field equations (11) as
Raµ(e)− 1
4
eaµR(e) =
1
2k
(
Taµ − 1
4
eaµT
)
. (14)
Since the covariant derivative of (9) vanishes, it is possible to show, with
the help of (13), that Λ(x) is a space-time independent quantity,
1
8
∂µ
(
kR(e) +
1
2
T
)
= ∂µΛ(x) = 0 . (15)
The right hand side of Eq. (14) is invariant under the transformation
Taµ → Taµ + eaµC , (16)
where C is a space-time constant. These transformations may be interpreted
as corrections to the energy-momentum tensor. Therefore the tensor Raµ(e)
on the left hand side of (14) is not affected by the transformations above. In
addtion, under this transformation Eq. (13) yields
Λ→ Λ− 1
4
C . (17)
Thus, by combining Eqs. (16) and (17), the field equations (11) are un-
changed under the transformations (16). A similar result was observed in [7]
in terms of metric tensor.
3 The Legendre transform
In order to obtain the Hamiltonian density we rewrite the Lagrangian
density L′(eaµ ,Λ(x)) in the form L′ = pq˙ − H′0, and identify the primary
constraints. To do this, we will not carry out the 3 + 1 decomposition of the
field quantities in terms of the lapse and shift functions. Therefore in the
following both eaµ and gµν are space-time fields. The procedure adopted here
is similar to that presented in [19].
From the Lagrangian density in (10) we obtain the momentum canonically
conjugated to eaµ. It is given by
Πaµ = 4keΣaµ0 . (18)
Given that Σabc = −Σacb, we have Πa0 ≡ 0. In terms of (18), the Lagrangian
density (10) can be rewritten as
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L′(eaµ ,Λ(x)) = Πaie˙ai − Πai∂iea0 − 1
2
ΠaiTa0i −
− keΣaijTaij + Λ(e− 1) , (19)
where the dot over eai represents the time derivative. Also, we are assuming
that LM = 0.
Before we proceed, let us consider the full expression of Πai in terms of
the torsion tensor. From Eqs. (18) and (6) it can be written as
Πai = ke{g00(−gijT a 0j − eajT i 0j + 2eaiT j 0j) +
+ g0i(gojT a 0j + e
ajT 0 0j) + e
a0(g0jT i 0j + g
ijT 0 0j)−
− 2(ea0g0iT j 0j + eaig0jT 0 0j)− g0kgijT a kj +
+ eak(g0jT i kj − gijT 0 kj)− 2(gk0eai − gkiea0)T j ji} . (20)
Denoting (...) and [...] as the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the field
quantities, respectively, we decopose Πai into irreducible components,
Πai = ea kΠ
(ki) + ea kΠ
[ki] + ea 0Π
0i , (21)
where
Π(ki) = ke{g00(−gkjgil + gikgjl) + g0k(g0jgil − g0igjl)
+ g0j(g0igkl − g0lgik)}(Tl0j + Tj0l) + ke∆ki , (22)
∆ki = −g0m(gkjT i mj + gijT k mj − 2gikT j mj)−
− (gkmg0i + gimg0k)T j mj ,
Π[ki] = −ke{gkmgijT 0 mj − (gkmg0i − gimg0k)T j mj} , (23)
Π0i = −2ke{gijg0mT 0 mj − (g0igm − g00gim)T j mj} . (24)
An important point in this analysis is that only the symmetric components
Π(ki) depend on Ta0j , which contains the time derivative of the tetrad field.
The other six components Π[ki] and Π0k depend solely on Taij . Therefore we
can express only six components of the “velocity” fields Ta0j in terms of the
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six components Π(ki). To do this we note from Eq. (22) that Π(ki) depends
only on the symmetric components of Ta0j . We define
ψlj = Tl0j + Tj0l , (25)
and substitute the above definition into Eq. (22). We also define
P ki =
1
ke
Π(ki) −∆ki , (26)
and find that P ki depend only on ψlj ,
P ki = −g00(gkmgijψmj − gkiψ) + (gokgimgoj +
+ g0igkmg0j)ψmj − (gikgomg0jψmj + g0kg0iψ) , (27)
where ψ = gijψij .
We can now invert ψlj in terms of P
ki. After a number of manipulations
we arrive at
ψlj = − 1
g00
(
P kigklgij − 1
2
gljP
)
, (28)
where P = gikP
ik.
By using the definition of Σabc in terms of the torsion tensor, and using
Eqs. (20), (25) and (28), we conclude that the third and fourth terms on the
right hand side of Eq. (19) can be rewritten as
− 1
2
ΠaiTaoi − keΣaijTaij = ke
4g00
(
gikgjlP
ikP kl − 1
2
P 2
)
−
(1
4
gikgjlT a ijTakl + ke
1
2
gjlT k ijT
i Tkl −
− gilT j ijT k kl
)
. (29)
Thus, finally we obtain the primary Hamiltonian density, H′0 = Πaie˙ai −L′,
as
H′0 = H0 − Λ(e− 1) , (30)
where
H0(eai,Πai, ea0) = −ea0∂iΠai − ke
4g00
(
gikgjlP
ikP kl − 1
2
P 2
)
(31)
+ ke
(1
4
gikgjlT a ijTakl +
1
2
gjlT k ijT
i Tkl − gilT j ijT k kl
)
.
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Now we can write the total Hamiltonian density. For this purpose we
have to indentify the primary constraints. They are related to expressions
(23) and (24), which represent relations between eai and the momenta Π
ai.
Thus we define
Γik = −Γki = (Πik − Πki) + 2ke{gimgkjT 0 mj −
−(gimgok − gkmg0i)T j mj} ,
Γ0k = Π0k + 2ke{gkjg0mT 0 mj − (g0kg0m − g00gkm)T j mj} . (32)
Before we write the total Hamiltonian density, we will simplify the constraints
above. Since Πa0 ≡ 0, we can write the constraints above as a single con-
straint Γab = −Γba, where Γik = ea ieb kΓab and Γ0k = ea 0eb kΓab. Thus in
view of Eq. (18) Γab can be written as
Γab = 2Π[ab] + 4ke(Σa0b − Σb0a) . (33)
Therefore the total Hamiltonian density is given by
H′ = H′0 + λabΓab + λaΠa0 , (34)
where λab = −λba and λa are Lagrange multipliers to be determined. Al-
though in the usual Hamiltonian formalism of the TEGR the term that in-
volves the constraint Πa0 ≡ 0 does not generate any additional information,
here we have to add it to the total Hamiltonian density because it will be
important to analize the time evolution of the unimodular condition.
4 Secondary constraints
Considering Eq. (18) we notice that the momenta Πa0 vanish identically,
and so they constitute primary constraints whose time evolution induces
secondary constraints,
C ′a ≡ δH
′
δea0
= 0 . (35)
According to the terminology of Dirac, secondary constraints are relations be-
tween the fields and momenta which must be independent of the primary con-
straints, otherwise these relations will be equivalent to primary constraints
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[22]. In what follows, in order to obtain the expression of C ′a we have to vary
only H′0 with respect to ea0, because the variation of Γbc with respect to ea0
vanishes identically,
δΓab
δec0
≡ 0 . (36)
To obtain the expression of C ′a we make use of the variation δecµ/δea0 =
−eaµec0. In addition, we need of the variation of P ij with respect to ea0. It
is given by
δP ij
δea0
= −ea0P ij + γaij ,
where γaij is defined as
γaij = −eak[g00(gjmT i km + gimT j km + 2gijTm mk) +
+ g0m(g0jT i mk + g
0iT j mk)− 2g0ig0jTm mk +
+ (gjmg0i + gimg0j − 2gijg0m)T 0 mk] ,
which satisfies ea0γ
aij = 0. With these considerations we can now calculate
C ′a. After a long calculation we arrive at the expression for C ′a, which is
given by
C′a = −∂iΠai + ea0[− 1
4g00
ke(gikgjlP
ijP kl − 1
2
P 2) +
+ ke(
1
4
gimgnjT b mnTbij +
1
2
gnjT i mnT
m
ij − gikTm miT n nk)]−
− 1
2g00
ke(gikgjlγ
aijP kl − 1
2
gijγ
aijP )− keeai(g0mgnjT b ijTbmn +
+ gnjT 0 mnT
m
ij + g
0jT n mjT
m
ni − 2g0kTm mkT n ni −
− 2gikT 0 ijT n nk)− ea0Λe . (37)
The constraint above admits a simplification. After a number of manip-
ulations we can show that the expression above can be written as
C ′a =
δH′0
δea0
= ea0(H0 − Λe) + eaiHi , (38)
where Hi is defined as
Hi = −eci∂kΠck − ΠckTcki .
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From Eq. (38) we note that C ′a satisfies the following relation
ea0C
′a = H0 − Λe . (39)
In addition, because the variation of Hi with respect to ea0 is identically null,
it follows from Eqs. (30) and (38) that
δC ′a
δec0
= ea0C ′c − ea0C ′c ≡ 0 , (40)
Therefore, in view of Eqs. (30), (34) and (39) we can write the total Hamil-
tonian density as
H′(eai,Πai, ea0, λab,Λ) = ea0C ′a + λabΓab + λaΠa0 + Λ , (41)
in terms of the constraints C ′a, Γab and Πa0. We note that the vanishing of
the constraints C ′a,Γab and Πa0 does not imply the vanishing of H′, which
depend on Λ.
The variation of H′ with respect to ea0 yields the constraints C ′a. There-
fore we observe that ea0 in the total Hamiltonian density H′ arises as La-
grange multipliers, together with λab and λa. Moreover, as we will see in the
next section, no new constraint appears in the formalism by time evolution
of the secondary constraints C ′a. The main difference between the formal-
ism presented here and the Hamiltonian formulation presented in Ref. [19]
is that in the present case the canonical Hamiltonian density H′0 does not
vanish as a consequence of the secondary constraint C ′a = 0 (see Eq. (39)).
This feature takes place here because of the unimodular condition e− 1 = 0,
which implies that not all components of eaµ are independent. We remark
that we have not explicitly implemented in the expressions above the condi-
tion e − 1 = 0. The variation δH′/δΛ = 0 yields the unimodular condition
e− 1 = 0.
We remark that the structure of the Hamiltonian density given by Eq.
(41) is very much different from the Hamiltonian formulation of tetrad gravity
constructed out of the scalar curvature density eR( 0ω), in terms of the tetrad
field and the spin connection as given by Eq. (2) (see, for instance, Ref.
[21]). The essential difference between the Hamiltonian formulation derived
from Eq. (7) and those obtained out of invariants of the curvature tensor
(typically, the scalar curvature density) is that the Hamiltonian constraint
in the present case naturally emerges with a total divergence of the type
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−∂iΠai (the first term on the right hand side of of Eq. (37)), that gives rise
to the total energy-momentum four-vector (see Eq. (59) below). In contrast,
the Hamiltonian constraint in the ADM type formulation of tetrad theories
of gravity does not display any nontrivial, total divergence (see Eq. (22) of
[21], which is very much similar to the Hamiltonian constraint of the ADM
formulation). It is possible to establish total divergences, in the form of scalar
or SO(3,1) vector densities, in theories constructed out of the torsion tensor,
but not in metrical theories of gravity.
We finally observe that the timelike component ea0 of the tetrad field,
which stands as a Lagrange multiplier in Eq. (41), may be expressed in
terms of the lapse and shift functions as [21]
ea 0 = η
aN +N i ea i , (42)
where ηa = −Nea0 is a timelike vector that satisfies
ηae
a
i = 0 , ηaη
a = −1 ,
and whose direction may be fixed by means of a local Lorentz rotation.
Therefore the Lagrange multiplier ea0 encompasses both the lapse and shift
functions, according to (42). However, the lapse function does not appear in
the contraction ea0C
′a = N(ηaC
′a) +N i(eaiC
′a). Considering the expression
of C ′a we easily find
N(ηaC
′a) = (H0 − Λe)−N iHi
N i(eaiC
′a) = N iHi , (43)
in agreement with (38). In the expression above we have considered N =
(−g00)−1/2 and N i = g0i/N2. Thus the lapse function does not arise as a
Lagrange multiplier in the Hamiltonian density.
5 Lagrange multipliers and Poisson brackets
Before we obtain the Poisson brackets of the constraints of the theory, we
will determine the expressions for the Lagrange multipliers λab and λa that
arise in H′. The Poisson brackets between two quantities A and B is defined
as
{A,B} =
∫
d3z
(
δA
δeaµ(z)
δB
δΠaµ(z)
− δA
δΠaµ(z)
δB
δeaµ(z)
)
,
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from what we can write down the time evolution equations. The first set of
Hamilton’s equations is given by
e˙aµ(x) = {eaµ(x),
∫
d3yH′(y)}
=
∫
d3y
δ
δΠaµ(x)
[H′0(y) + λbc(y)Γbc(y) +
+ λa(y)Π
a0(y)] . (44)
In the equation above the dot over eaµ represents the time derivative. This
equation can be worked out so that for µ = 0 we obtain
e˙a0 = λa,
and for µ = j,
Ta0j = − 1
2g00
ea
k
(
glkgjmP
lm − 1
2
gkjP
)
+ 2λaj , (45)
from what follows
Ti0j + Tj0i = ψij = − 1
g00
(
gilgjmP
lm − 1
2
gijP
)
,
and
λab =
1
4
(Ta0b − Tb0a + ea 0 T00b − eb 0 T00a) . (46)
Therefore the Lagrange multipliers acquire a well-defined meaning in
terms of the time derivatives of the field quantities and consequently we can
obtain an expression for Π(ij) in terms of ψij by using equation (25). The
dynamical evolution of the fields quantities is completed with the second set
of Hamilton’s equations for Πaµ,
Π˙aµ(x) = {Πaµ(x),
∫
d3yH′(y)} = −
∫
d3y
(
δH′(y)
δeaµ(x)
)
. (47)
The calculations of the Poisson brackets of the constraints are very long,
tedious and intricate. Here we will just present the results. We first calculate
the Poisson brackets betweenH′0(x) andH′0(y), and then the Poisson brackets
between H′0(x) and Γbc(y). They are given by, respectively,
{H′0(x),H′0(y)} = 0 , (48)
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{H′0(x),Γbc(y)} = (eb 0C ′c − ec 0C ′b)δ(x− y) . (49)
By using the definition of C ′a in Eq. (38), and the relation given by Eq.
(40), together with Eq. (48), it follows that
{C ′a(x), C ′b(y)} = 0 . (50)
For the calculation of the second Poisson bracket we again use the definition
of C ′a in Eq. (38) and the fact that the variation of Γab and C ′a with respect
to ec0 is identically zero (see Eqs. (36) and (38)). So, taking the variation of
equation (49) with respect to ea0 on both sides we obtain
{C ′a(x),Γbc(y)} =
(
ηabC ′c − ηacC ′b
)
δ(x− y) . (51)
And finally, by means of explicit calculations we obtain the third Poisson
bracket, which is given by
{Γab(x),Γcd(y)} =
(
ηacΓbd + ηbdΓac − ηacΓbd − ηbdΓac
)
δ(x− y) . (52)
We remark here that the Poisson brackets of the constraints Πa0 with C ′a
and Γab vanish identically.
Let us now to analize the time evolution of the unimodular condition,
which amounts to calculating the time evolution of the determinant e, namely,
e˙(x) = {e(x),
∫
H′(y)d3y} .
Working out both sides of this equation and using that e˙a0 = λa and e
ajλaj =
0 we obtain the following relation,
e˙ = eeaj e˙aj = ee
aj
[
∂jea0 − 1
2g00
ea
k
(
glkgjmP
lm − 1
2
gkjP
)]
.
Assuming that e is not null and that eaj are arbitrary field quantities, this
relation is equivalent to the relation shown in Eq. (45), that is obtained
from the first set of Hamilton’s equations. Thus we see that the unimodular
condition does not generate any additional constraint in the formalism.
Therefore, in view of the constraint algebra above for C ′a and Γab, we see
that these constraints constitute a set of first class constraints. The algebra
is very much similar to the algebra of the Poincare´ group. As asserted at
the end of the previous section, given that the total Hamiltonian density
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is a combination of the constraints C ′a, Γab and Πa0, plus the cosmological
constant Λ, no new constraint arises in the formalism by means of the time
evolution of C ′a and Γab, as the Poisson brackets (50), (51) and (52) vanish
weakly. It is important to note that if we make Λ = 0 in this theory, the
Hamiltonian formalism presented here reduces to the Hamiltonian formalism
of the TEGR presented in Ref. [19] and as a consequence all Poisson brackets
presented in Ref. [19] can be obtained from the Poisson brackets shown in
Eqs. (50 - 52).
6 Summary of the results of the paper
The results of the paper can be summarized as follows.
1. The configuration space is described by the tetrad field ea µ and the
function Λ(x) which, in view of Eq. (15), turns out to be a constant. The
Lagrangian field equations for ea µ are given by (11) or by Eq. (60) below.
Note that Eq. (15) is obtained by taking the covariant derivative of the field
equations.
2. The total Hamiltonian density is given by Eq. (41). The phase space
of the theory is constructed out of the pairs of canonically conjugated field
quantities (eai,Π
ai) and (ea0,Π
a0), and Λ. We found that it was not necessary
to introduced the momentum ΠΛ canonically conjugated to Λ, since we would
have ΠΛ = 0. In view of the fact that Lagrangian density does not contain
the time derivative of ea0, we have Π
a0 = 0. The complete set of Lagrange
multipliers is (ea0, λab, λa).
3. All constraints are first class. They are given by C ′a (Eq. (38)), Γab (Eq.
(33)), and by the trivial constraint Πa0 = 0. In view of Eqs. (30) and (34)
the condition e− 1 = 0 follows from the equation δH′/δΛ = 0.
4. The constraint algebra is given by Eqs. (50), (51) and (52). The Poisson
bracket of the quantity (e− 1) with the total Hamiltonian yields ultimately
the evolution equation for the tetrad field eaµ, and therefore it does not
generate additional constraints. Moreover, the Poisson brackets between Πa0
and C ′a and Γab vanish strongly in view of Eqs. (36) and (40).
5. The physical degrees of freedom of the theory may be counted in the
following way. The pair of dynamical field quantities (eai,Π
ai) displays 12 +
16
12 = 24 degrees of freedom. The 4+6 first class constraints (C ′a,Γab) generate
symmetries of the action, and thus they reduce 10+10=20 degrees of freedom.
Therefore in the phase space of the theory there are 4 degrees of freedom, as
expected. The unimodular condition e− 1 = 0 enforces the diffeomorphisms
of the theory to be transverse diffeomorphisms x′µ = xµ + ξµ(x), defined by
the condition ∂µξ
µ = 0 [8]. Thus the unimodular condition e−1 = 0 reduces
one degree of freedom of the tetrad field, and at the same time reduces the
symmetry under diffeomorphisms. Therefore it does not alter the counting
of physical degrees of freedom.
The action of the constraints C ′a and Γab on the tetrad field may be
computed by means of the Poisson brackets defined in section 5. We find it
more convenient to analyse separately the action of H′0 and Hi, instead of
C ′a. Let εab(x) = −εba(x), εi(x) and ε0(x) represent arbitrary infinitesimal
functions. After some calculations we find
δeaµ(x) ≡ εbc(x)
∫
d3y{eaµ(x),Γbc(y)} = 2εab(x)eb µ , (53)
δeaµ(x) ≡ εi(x)
∫
d3y{eaµ(x),Hi(y)} = −εi(x)δkµ∂ieak , (54)
δeaµ ≡ ε0(x)
∫
d3y{eaµ(x),H′0(y)}
= ε0(x)δkµ[e˙ak(x)− 2λak(x)] , (55)
where λak is defined by (46),
λak =
1
4
(Ta0k − Tk0a + ea 0T00k) ,
and
e˙ak =
∫
d3y{eak,H′(y)} .
Equations (53) and (54) indicate that Γbc and Hi have a clear interpretation
as generators of local Lorentz transformations and spatial diffeomorphisms,
respectively. Equation (55) tells us that H′0 generates the time evolution of
eak provided the constraint Γ
bc vanishes strongly, so that the Hamiltonian
density does not contain the Lagrange multipliers λab = −λba. However, in
the general case, when Γbc is not required to vanish, we have
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δgij = δ(e
a
ieaj) = ε
0(x){gij(x),
∫
d3yH′0(y)} = ε0(x)g˙ij , (56)
and
δgµν = εab(x){gµν(x),
∫
d3yΓab(y)} = 0 . (57)
7 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have obtained the Hamiltonian formulation and constraint
algebra of the unimodular theory of gravity in the framework of the TEGR.
The constraints are first class, and the constraint algebra is presented in a
more simple form, as compared to the formulation obtained in Ref. [19]. The
simplification achieved is significant. Although in the unimodular theory of
gravity the condition e = 1 holds, we have kept the determinant e in all
expressions. The transition to the ordinary formulation of the TEGR is
easily obtained by just making Λ = 0 and dropping the condition e = 1.
In the constraint algebra determined by Eqs. (50), (51) and (52) the
structure functions are space-time independent functions. This feature may
be relevant to a possible approach to the quantization of the gravitational
field. We recall that the master constraint programme for loop quantum
gravity [25] is an approach to the canonical quantization of the gravitational
field whose idea is to replace the infinity of constraints of the theory (one
at each space-time event) by a single master equation. The difficulty in
applying the master constraint programme to the known formulations of
canonical gravity is that the representation theory of the usual Dirac algebra
of constraints (the hypersurface deformation algebra) is very intricate due
to the space-time dependent structure functions that arise in the Poisson
brackets of the constraints. On the other hand, the strucure of the algebra
given by Eqs. (50), (51) and (52) is very simple. The representation of this
algebra may lead to a viable approch to the quantization of gravity.
The field equations for the gravitational field in the Hamiltonian or La-
grangian form of the TEGR allow definitions of the energy-momentum and
angular momentum of the gravitational field. These definitions are not ob-
tained out of the action integral or the total Hamiltonian. In the framework
of unimodular relativity we establish these definitions in similarity with the
previous approach [17]. We consider first Eq. (37). The equation C ′a = 0
may be written in a simplified form as
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− ∂iΠai = ha + ea0 Λ e , (58)
where the intricate definition for ha may be obtained directly from Eq. (37).
In similarity with the procedure of Ref. [17], the integral form of the equa-
tion above yields the definition of the total energy, which includes now the
contribution of the cosmological constant,
P a = −
∫
V
d3x ∂iΠ
ai . (59)
V is a finite volume of the three-dimensional space. This definition may also
be obtained in the Lagrangian framework. The field equation (11) may be
written as
eaλebµ∂ν(eΣ
bλν)− e(Σbν aTbνµ − 1
4
eaµT
bcdΣbcd) =
1
4k
e(Taµ + eaµΛ) . (60)
By following the same procedure of Ref. [23], we find that the equation
above may be expressed in terms of Πai according to
∂iΠ
ai = −k e eaµ(4Σbj0Tbjµ − δ0µΣbcdTbcd)− e ea µ(T 0µ + g0µΛ) . (61)
The integral form of this equation yields
P a =
∫
V
d3x eea µ(t
0µ + T 0µ + g0µΛ)
= −
∫
V
d3x∂iΠ
ai . (62)
The quantity tλµ = k(4ΣbcλTbc
µ − gλµΣbcdTbcd) is a tensor under general
coordinate transformations, and is interpreted as the gravitational energy-
momentum tensor [23, 24]. In the absence of the energy-momentum T µν
for the matter fields, P a does represent the gravitational energy-momentum
four-vector, again including the contribution of the cosmological constant.
We emphasize that the definition of the energy-momentum four-vector P a is
obtained directly from the field equations, not from the action integral. The
tetrad field ea µ yields the space-time metric tensor, and at the same time
establishes the frame for a given observer in space-time endowed with the
four-velocity uµ = e(0)
µ.
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